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Most of us have heard talking birds such as parrots or
mynahs. Some of us might have even heard Hoover, a 
harbor seal raised by a Maine fisherman who could convinc-
ingly (if a bit drunkenly) utter phrases like ‘Hey, hey you,
get outta there’1. But none of us has ever heard a talking ape
or monkey. This is not for lack of effort: even chimpanzees
like Vicki, raised in diapers by the Hayes family, failed to
obtain a rudimentary spoken vocabulary2. Nor is it due to a
lack of communicative desire or ability: many independent
experiments have demonstrated the ability of chimps
trained with sign language or other visual symbol systems to
develop large vocabularies and produce multi-symbol sen-
tences. By contrast, their ability to imitate speech sounds
consistently remained negligible3. Why do our nearest ani-
mal relatives lack vocal output capabilities that are compara-
ble with ours? What changes needed to occur during human
evolution before speech came to play its ubiquitous and ir-
replaceable role in human social interactions? What selective
advantages drove the evolution of these abilities?

Although speech and language are sometimes treated as
synonymous, it is important, in the evolutionary context, to
distinguish them. ‘Language’ is a system for representing and
communicating complex conceptual structures, irrespective
of modality. Theoretically, language might have originally
been encoded gesturally rather than vocally4–6. Signed lan-
guages and the written word are contemporary examples of
non-spoken language. By contrast, ‘speech’ refers to the par-
ticular auditory/vocal medium typically used by humans to
convey language. Although speech and language are closely

linked today, their component mechanisms can be analyzed
separately. The evolution of language entailed complex con-
ceptual structures, a drive to represent and communicate
them, and systems of rules to encode them7. The evolution of
speech required vocalizations of adequate complexity to serve
linguistic needs, entailing a capacity for vocal learning, and a
vocal tract with a wide phonetic range. The evolution of
human speech might also have required perceptual specializ-
ations8,9, but this article focuses only on speech production.

The neural basis of language remains dimly understood,
and homologies between language and animal communi-
cation systems are, at best, arguable. The absence of clear
animal homologs to human language makes it difficult to
study language evolution empirically. As a result, discus-
sions of the evolution of language often involve more 
speculation than data, and the field has a checkered history
(in 1866, the Linguistic Society of Paris banned all further
discussion of the topic). By sharp contrast, most aspects of
human vocal production are shared with other animals,
which allows us to analyze the evolution of speech from a
comparative evolutionary perspective. The acoustics,
anatomy, innervation and central control of human and 
animal vocal tracts are fundamentally similar, and are
amenable to experimental investigation. Such investigations
have revealed a few key differences between human vocal
production abilities and those that underlie animal vocaliz-
ations. This article describes these differences, and discusses
the theory and data that have a bearing on how, when and
why these differences arose during hominid evolution.
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Several distinct abilities needed to converge before com-
plex speech abilities became available to our ancestors. No
single factor (or single mutation) could be solely responsible.
At a minimum, speech production required changes in both
peripheral mechanisms (relating to vocal acoustics and
anatomy) and central neural mechanisms (those that under-
lie vocal control and imitation). With respect to the timing
of these innovations, the fossil data have proven inconclusive,

and the traditional focus on such data has diverted attention
from questions that can be addressed using data from living
species. In particular, data from nonhuman primates allow us
to infer ancestral functions of vocalization in early hominids,
whereas data from more distantly related species that have
convergently evolved vocal imitation (cetaceans, seals and
birds) allow us to generate and test hypotheses about the
function or functions of vocal learning. 

Human speech uses rapid variations
in various acoustic parameters to pack
a startling amount of information
into a short utterance. The basic ma-
chinery that underlies this process is
very similar in humans and in other
mammals: air exhaled from the lungs
provides power to drive oscillations
of the vocal folds (commonly known
as vocal ‘cords’), which are located in
the larynx or ‘voice box’. The rate of
vocal fold oscillation (which varies
from about 100 Hz in adult men to
500 Hz in small children) deter-
mines the pitch of the sound thus
produced. The acoustic energy gen-
erated then passes through the vocal
tract (the pharyngeal, oral and nasal
cavities), where it is filtered, and 
finally out to the environment
through the nostrils and lips. It is
this filtering process that plays a cru-
cial role in speech. The filtering is 
accomplished by a series of bandpass
filters, which are termed formants.
The formants modify the sound that
is emitted, allowing specific frequen-
cies to pass unhindered, but blocking
the transmission of others. Formants
are determined by the length and
shape of the vocal tract, and are
rapidly modified during speech by
moving the articulators (tongue, lips,
soft palate, etc.).

It is imperative to note that for-
mants are independent of pitch.
Pitch is determined by the vibration
rate of the vocal folds (the source),
whereas formants are determined by
the vocal tract (the filter). The inde-
pendence of source and filter is one
of the key insights of modern speech
acoustics, which is dubbed the
‘source/filter theory’ as a result (see
Fig. I). Vocal production is funda-
mentally different from most wind instruments (flutes, trum-
pets, clarinets, etc.), in which the pitch is determined by the
resonances of the air column. This difference has been a
source of pervasive confusion in both laymen and scientists.
The situation is not helped by the fact that, although everyone
knows what pitch is, we have no vernacular term for the per-
ceptual correlate of formants. They are, broadly speaking, one

component of ‘timbre’ or ‘voice quality’, but these terms are
too broad to help much, and incorporate many acoustic pa-
rameters unrelated to formants. Nonetheless, formants are
highly audible and salient. The difference between ‘beet’,
‘boot’, ‘bought’ and ‘bat’ is a difference in formants (primar-
ily the lowest two formants, F1 and F2), and is clearly audible
to both humans and other animals.

Fig. I. Source/filter theory of vocal production. The source/filter theory of vocal 
production, originally proposed for speech, appears to apply to vocal production in all mam-
mals studied so far. The theory holds that vocalizations result from a sound source (typically
produced at the larynx) combined with a vocal tract filter (which consists of a number of for-
mants) (a). The formants, or vocal tract resonances, function as bandpass filters; they act as
frequency ‘windows’ (b), allowing specific frequencies to pass through and blocking the
transmission of others. This filtering action applies regardless of the type(s) of sound
produced at the larynx.
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Box 1. How vocal sounds are produced
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Peripheral differences: formants, speech and the descent
of the larynx
Although one can argue that the evolution of language was
independent of communicative mechanisms10, the evolu-
tion of speech was closely tied to mechanisms of sound pro-
duction and perception9,11. Thus, the study of our species-
typical communication system inevitably requires a basic
knowledge of speech acoustics (see Box 1) and anatomy.
This is especially true because the most obvious speech-
related difference between humans and other mammals
concerns the structure of the human vocal tract.

The study of the evolution of speech took off in the late
1960s, after major breakthroughs in the understanding of
speech acoustics and perception12–14. A crucial first step was
the recognition of the central importance of vocal tract res-
onances, or formants, in human speech. Formants function
as bandpass filters, taking whatever sound emanates from
the larynx, and shaping its spectrum into a series of peaks
and valleys. All mammals that have been studied produce
sounds in essentially the same way, using similar larynges
and vocal anatomy, and all have vocal tracts with formants.
However, humans make unusually heavy use of formants:
they are the single most important acoustic parameter in
human speech. This is clearly illustrated by whispered
speech, in which the larynx generates broadband noise
(with no vibration), but vocal tract movements are nor-
mal15. Whispered speech has no pitch, but is still clearly in-
telligible, because the formants are still present and normal.
Another example is sinewave speech, a type of synthesized
‘speech’ that eliminates all acoustic cues except formant fre-
quencies16. Although such signals sound like strange noises,

the linguistic message is nonetheless clearly intelligible to
most people. The recognition of the central importance
of formants paved the way for breakthroughs in speech 
science, and insights into the evolution of speech.

A central puzzle in the evolution of speech revolves
around the fact that human vocal tract anatomy differs from
other primates. Figure 1 shows midsagittal sections through
the heads of an orangutan, a chimpanzee and a human ob-
tained using MRI. It is evident that the human larynx rests
much lower in the throat than in the apes. Indeed, in most
mammals, the larynx is located high enough in the throat to
be engaged into the nasal passages, enabling simultaneous
breathing and swallowing17. This is also the case in human
infants, who can suckle (orally) and breathe (nasally) simul-
taneously. During human ontogeny, starting at about three
months of age, the larynx begins a slow descent to its lower
adult position, which it reaches after three to four years18.
A second, smaller descent occurs in human males at pu-
berty19,20. A similar ‘descent of the larynx’ must have 
occurred over the course of human evolution.

Nineteenth-century anatomists were aware of the
uniqueness of the human vocal tract, but the acoustic signifi-
cance of this configuration was not recognized until the
1960s, when speech scientist Lieberman and colleagues real-
ized that the lowered larynx allows humans to produce a
much wider range of formant patterns than other mam-
mals21. The change in larynx position greatly expands our
phonetic repertoire, because the human tongue can now
move both vertically and horizontally within the vocal tract.
By varying the area of the oral and pharyngeal tubes inde-
pendently, we can create a wide variety of vocal tract shapes

Fig. 1. Comparison of orangutan, chimpanzee and human vocal anatomy (a–c, respectively). Red indicates the tongue body,
yellow the larynx and blue the air sacs (apes only). Note the longer oral cavity and much lower larynx in the humans (c), with concomi-
tant distortion of tongue shape compared with orangutans (a) and chimpanzees (b). These differences allow a much greater range of
sounds to be produced by humans, which would have been significant in the evolution of speech. Ape MRIs kindly provided by Sugio
Hayama and Kiyoshi Honda.
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and formant patterns. By contrast, a standard mammalian
tongue rests flat in the long oral cavity, and cannot create
vowels such as the /i/ in ‘beet’ or the /u/ in ‘boot’. Such vow-
els are highly distinctive, and have an important role in al-
lowing rapid, efficient speech communication to take place.
Equally important, early workers in speech perception
showed that speech relies on a unique encoding system that
allows a much higher rate of data transmission than is poss-
ible with non-speech sounds22,23. Decoding this signal re-
quires formant normalization, which is achieved most effec-
tively using the vowel /i/ (Refs 11,24). Together this work
established a causal connection between speech anatomy and
phonetic ability: the low position of the adult human larynx
enables us to produce sounds that have different, highly dis-
criminable, formant patterns with ease. Thus, the descent of
the larynx was a key innovation in the evolution of speech.

Although rarely noted, an equally striking aspect of
human vocal anatomy is our lack of laryngeal air sacs. All
great apes, and many other primates, have inflatable, soft-
walled air pouches that extend out from the larynx and be-
neath the skin of the neck and thorax17,25. These sacs can
hold up to 6 L of air and almost certainly serve a vocal func-
tion, but virtually nothing is known about their acoustic ef-
fects or adaptive significance. Perhaps they play a role in
loud calls26,27 but not in the type of quiet vocal interaction
that typifies human communication28. Unfortunately, until
more is known about the function of air sacs in living
species, it is premature to speculate about their loss in our
hominid ancestors. Nonetheless, the loss of air sacs in
humans is as noteworthy as our gain of a descended larynx.

Neural differences: motor control and vocal imitation
In addition to a vocal tract that is anatomically capable of
producing a large variety of formant patterns, human speech
requires sophisticated nervous control. The most obvious as-
pect of this is the possibility that speech requires enhanced
motor control over the vocal articulators (tongue, lips,
velum, jaw, etc.). The fine, rapid motions of the tongue body
that modify formant frequencies must be closely synchro-
nized with other articulators (such as the lips and palate) as
well as the vibrations of the larynx. The distinction between
‘pat’ and ‘bat’ is primarily a question of when the larynx be-
gins vibrating relative to vocal tract movements, and a differ-
ence of tens of milliseconds is enough to differentiate these
sounds perceptually. Thus, it is certainly plausible that
human speech requires enhanced motor control (e.g. an in-
creased motor neuron to vocal muscle fiber ratio). However,
our understanding of animal vocal production is far less 
advanced than speech science, which makes it difficult to 
evaluate this hypothesis objectively. Despite major recent ad-
vances29–32, a quantitative comparison of the degree of vocal
motor control in humans and animals is still unavailable.

Another important control issue concerns the hierarchi-
cal organization of speech segments (consonants and vowels)
into higher-order structures (syllables, words and sentences).
Such phonological structure lies at the border between
speech per se and language, and is necessary to produce utter-
ances of arbitrary complexity. The evolution of the ability to
produce (and understand) such hierarchically organized
streams of phonemes presumably presented a significant evo-

lutionary hurdle for our forebears. MacNeilage suggests that
the evolutionary (and ontogenetic) precursor of syllabic
structure was the mandibular oscillation associated with
chewing and sucking, which provides a ‘frame’ onto which
the ‘content’ of specific phonemes is superimposed33.
Furthermore, on the basis of lesion data, it is proposed that
different neural circuits underlie frame and content.
Although the general framework MacNeilage offers is ap-
pealingly evolutionary and comparative, his neuroanatomical
proposals have been vigorously debated, and this promises to
be an active area of research.

However, there is one clear and undisputed difference
between human vocal control and that of other primates.
We are consummate vocal imitators, easily learning to pro-
duce whatever speech sounds we grow up with, together
with musical sounds like singing and whistling. In sharp
contrast, no nonhuman primates can learn to produce nu-
merous sounds outside their ordinary species-specific reper-
toire34,35. Attempts to change the vocal repertoires of mon-
keys by cross-fostering them with other species have been
disappointing36,37. Although evidence for vocal matching in
primates exists38, and primates can be trained, with diffi-
culty, to modify their calls39, the amount of acoustic vari-
ability observed is trivial compared with that necessary for
human speech or song. Even chimps raised in human fam-
ilies, with extensive training and abundant rewards, fail to
produce more than a few spoken words. By contrast, many
studies have demonstrated that apes have the capacity to
learn new gestures, pair them dependably with meanings
and use them communicatively. Despite these good com-
municative abilities, and a capacity for perceptual learning of
new sound–meaning pairings, the ability of nonhuman
primates to produce learned sounds is limited or nonexistent.

This fact is made more curious by the abundant docu-
mentation of vocal imitation in nonprimate species35.
Although evidence for vocal learning exists in aquatic mam-
mals (seals and cetaceans), the superstars in this arena are
clearly passerine birds. Avian song learning has been inten-
sively studied since Marler’s groundbreaking work40,41, and
recent research into the neural and genetic basis of
song learning has been extremely fertile42. All oscines (‘true
songbirds’) studied show some degree of song learning, re-
quiring exposure to conspecific song early in life in order to
develop normal songs themselves43. Specific groups, notably
mimics like mockingbirds, take this much further, imitating
the songs of other bird species, along with environmental
sounds like crickets, creaking doors, car alarms and mobile
phones. Finally, a variety of species is able to mimic human
speech to a remarkable degree, and highly trained parrots
have large vocabularies of speech sounds that they use com-
municatively44. Thus, when it comes to accomplished vocal
imitation, humans are members of a strangely disjoint
group that includes birds and aquatic mammals, but ex-
cludes our nearest relatives, the apes and other 
primates. Such vocal learning plays a crucial role in articu-
late speech, helping to generate the large vocabulary re-
quired by language45, and appears to represent a second key
innovation in the evolution of spoken language28.

To summarize, we can isolate at least two indisputable
changes that were associated with the evolution of speech.
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One is a change in the vocal production mechanism itself:
the descent of the larynx enabled us to produce a variety of
clearly discriminable formant patterns, and thus a vocal
stream of adequate intricacy to communicate highly com-
plex linguistic concepts. Second, the ability to imitate novel
sounds vocally is a prerequisite for the formation of large
vocabularies that typify all human languages. This ability is
often taken for granted, but in fact is very unusual among
mammals and requires an evolutionary explanation. 

The fossil record: when did key innovations occur?
It is an unfortunate fact that speech does not fossilize, 
because it would clearly be useful to know when the inno-
vations described above appeared. Physical anthropologists
have attempted for many years to deduce when speech ap-
peared by identifying fossil correlates of modern human
vocal anatomy. Such an approach has been very successful 
in other domains: because the structure of the pelvis, leg 
and foot provided clear indicators of bipedality, fossil finds
like ‘Lucy’ were revolutionary in showing that bipedalism
preceded large brains by a million years or more.
Unfortunately, no such straightforward links exist between
skeletal morphology and vocal tract anatomy, because the
vocal tract is a mobile structure that essentially floats in the
throat, suspended from the skull by elastic ligaments and
muscles. Thus, the morphology of the skull and hyoid bone
(the only parts of vocal anatomy that fossilize) provide, at
best, indirect clues about the capabilities of the vocal tract
and the position of the larynx. Given the importance of
knowing when key innovations occurred, however, physical
anthropologists have generated a number of candidate 
examples of bony indicators of phonetic capabilities (Fig. 2).

The first possibility, recognized by Crelin and col-
leagues46–49, was that the flexion of the base of the skull re-
flects the position of the larynx, and thus that basicranial
angle provides an indication of phonetic ability. Their meas-
urements suggested that Neanderthals lacked a low larynx,
and that, although they probably possessed some form of
speech, their phonetic abilities were limited relative to
anatomically modern Homo sapiens from the same time 
period. This suggestion, combined with evidence that
Neanderthal tool culture was simple and relatively static50,
suggested that Neanderthal language was less developed than
ours, and that this might have played a role in their demise.
Unfortunately, recent longitudinal X-ray data demonstrate
no reliable correlation or causal connection between basi-
cranial angle and larynx position in modern humans51. These
data render any vocal tract reconstruction based solely on 
basicranial angle inconclusive.

The discovery of a well-preserved Neanderthal hyoid
bone in Israel52 also raises the question of Neanderthal speech
abilities, because its anatomy is fundamentally modern. Its
discoverers claimed that the Neanderthal vocal tract was also
modern, with a descended larynx53,54. However, the mor-
phology of the hyoid provides no reliable indication of the
position of the larynx, and human hyoid anatomy shows no
obvious changes as the larynx descends either in infancy, or
later during puberty in males55. Although the Kebara hyoid
thus appears mute as to the position of the Neanderthal 
larynx, its morphology suggests that Neanderthals did not

have air sacs, because the hyoid in chimps has a hollow into
which the air sacs fit56.

A different approach involves using fossils to estimate
the size of neural structures involved in spoken language.
The first attempts, using brain endocasts to estimate the size
of language-related cortical areas57,58, were of limited power,
because surface features of the brain do not seem to provide
clear indications of linguistic ability59. More recently how-
ever, Kay and colleagues used measurements of the size of
the hypoglossal canal in modern primates and extinct hom-
inids to draw conclusions about increased vocal control60.
Because the hypoglossal nerve contains most of the motor
fibers that innervate the tongue and other vocal articulators,
these researchers made the reasonable assumption that a
large hypoglossal canal would indicate a high ratio of 
motor neurons to tongue muscle fibers, and hence increased
speech motor control. However, there is great variability in
canal diameter between modern humans, with substantial
overlap between measurements from humans and apes61.
Thus, another proposed fossil diagnostic appears inade-
quate to deduce hominid speech capabilities with certainty.

In a recent attempt to tie fossil morphology to speech,
MacLarnon and Hewitt analyzed measurements of the di-
ameter of the thoracic vertebral canal in various extant pri-
mates, modern humans and extinct hominids62. They
found that Homo ergaster (‘erectus’) and Homo sapiens have
enlarged thoracic spinal cords, but that other primates and
earlier hominids do not. Because the abdominal and inter-
costal muscles involved in breath control are supplied from
thoracic motor neurons, the authors reasoned that the in-
creased breath control associated with speech was present in
these, but not in earlier, hominids. However, it is difficult
to know whether increased respiratory control directly in-
volved speech, or evolved for other reasons (e.g. prolonged
running or swimming) and simply provided a necessary
preadaptation to speech.

In summary, despite an extensive and disputatious 
literature, most potential fossil cues to phonetic abilities 

trends in Cognitive Sciences
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Fig. 2. Proposed fossil indicators of extinct hominid vocal
indicators. Endocasts of the cranial interior have been used to
estimate the size of gyri and sulci. The area of the hypoglossal
canal has been used to estimate the size of the hypoglossal
nerve which runs through it, providing innervation of the
tongue muscle. Both basicranial angle (the angle of the line
drawn through certain reference points on the skull base) and
the morphology of the hyoid bone (from which the larynx is sus-
pended; in this case the Kebara fossil hyoid, from a Neanderthal)
have been used as an estimate of laryngeal height. None of
these proposals appears to provide reliable indicators of the
speech abilities of extinct hominids.
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appear inconclusive, suggesting that it will be difficult to re-
construct the vocal behavior of our extinct ancestors with
any certainty. The quest for fossil evidence of language, and
especially the question of Neanderthal speech, has been the
dominant approach to studying the evolution of language
for almost 30 years. This line of inquiry appears to have
generated more heat than light, and diverted attention from
alternative questions that are equally interesting and more
accessible empirically. In particular, the question of when
anatomical or neural changes took place is not the only one
of interest; equally important is how and why they did.
What we can say with certainty is that sometime in the ap-
proximately 6 million years since our divergence from
chimps, major changes in hominid vocal anatomy and
physiology took place, including a loss of air sacs and a de-
scent of the adult larynx, together with acquisition of the
ability to imitate novel sounds. What were the selective
forces that led to these changes? How did they occur during
our evolutionary history? These questions can be addressed
by studying species that are still alive and vocalizing today.

The comparative approach
In attempting to understand how and why human vocal
communication diverged from that of other primates, it is
imperative to adopt a comparative perspective. The com-
parative method provides a principled way to use empirical
data from living animals to deduce the behavioral abilities
of extinct common ancestors, together with clues to their
adaptive function. Thus, study of the vocal behavior of non-
human primates can help identify homologies (characteris-
tics shared by common descent), which in turn allow us to
infer the presence or absence of particular characteristics in
shared ancestors. Examples of convergent evolution (where
similar traits have evolved independently in different lin-
eages, presumably owing to similar selective forces) can pro-
vide clues to the types of problems that particular morpho-
logical or behavioral mechanisms are ‘designed’ to solve.
Unfortunately, we know much more about human speech
than we do about vocal communication in any other
species, and thus the empirical database for comparative
study is currently weaker than is desirable. However, inter-
est in non-human vocal production has increased dramati-
cally recently, both in terms of peripheral or acoustic factors
and central nervous control, and we can look forward to
rapid advances in the near future. Recent comparative data
bear on the origin and function of both peripheral and 
central adaptations that underlie human speech.

Formants in animal communication and the descent of
the larynx
Understanding how formants came to assume their central
role in human speech demands an understanding of the role
they played in pre-linguistic hominids. Data from non-
human mammals allow us to reconstruct several non-exclu-
sive possibilities for the ancestral role of formants in acoustic
communication. The first is that formants play a role in in-
dividual identification63,64. Because each individual’s vocal
tract differs slightly in length, shape, nasal cavity dimensions
and other anatomical features, differences in formant fre-
quencies or bandwidths could provide cues to the identity of

a vocalizer. Many vertebrates can distinguish the voices of dif-
ferent individuals, such as their offspring (or parents), or 
familiar and unfamiliar neighbors. Data from primates and
birds demonstrate that animals can perceive formants with
an accuracy rivaling that of humans65,66, and suggest that for-
mants might play an important role in individual discrimi-
nation67. Thus, a role for formants as ‘vocal signatures’ might
be widespread in vertebrate communication systems.

Formants might also provide an indication of the body
size of a vocalizer. Vocal tract length is correlated positively
with body size in humans, dogs and monkeys20,68,69. In turn,
formant frequencies are closely tied to vocal tract length:
large individuals with long vocal tracts have low formant
frequencies. This formant cue is completely different from
voice pitch, which in fact has no correlation with body size
in adult humans70. Together, these data suggest that our
primate ancestors could have used formant frequencies to
estimate body size from vocalizations. This in turn might
have provided a preadaptation for ‘vocal tract normaliz-
ation’, a crucial feature of speech perception whereby
sounds from different-sized speakers are ‘normalized’ to
yield equivalent percepts11,24,68.

The use of formants as cues to body size might have sig-
nificance for the descent of the larynx as well. According to
the widely accepted ‘phonetic expansion’ hypothesis, a low
larynx permits a wider phonetic space. However, for the
tongue to achieve the requisite freedom of movement, the
larynx must be quite low, below the body of the tongue.
What drove the presumably gradual descent of the larynx
until it reached this point of phonetic advantage? Lieberman
suggested that slight laryngeal lowering would be adaptive
for mouth breathing during extreme physical challenge11,
probably starting with Homo erectus. However, many mam-
mals (e.g. dogs or cats) mouth breathe under stress, or for
cooling by panting, without requiring any permanent larynx
lowering. Another hypothesis was offered by DuBrul and
others, who suggested that laryngeal lowering was a non-
adaptive by-product of upright posture71. However, other
habitually upright organisms, including arboreal species like
gibbons and orangutans, or bipedal species like kangaroos,
kangaroo rats or birds, show no lowering of the larynx. The
‘bipedal by-product’ hypothesis also fails to explain why,
given the cost of a low larynx (vulnerability to choking), 
selection failed to correct this initially non-adaptive trait.

A different hypothesis is based on the fact that formants
are correlated with body size68. One effect of a lowered lar-
ynx is to increase vocal tract length (and, consequently, to
decrease formant frequencies). An animal with a lowered lar-
ynx can duplicate the vocalizations of a larger animal that
lacks this feature, thus exaggerating the impression of size
conveyed by its vocalizations. According to this ‘size exag-
geration’ hypothesis, the original selective advantage of la-
ryngeal lowering was to exaggerate size and had nothing to do
with speech. Although Ohala initially offered this proposal
as a refutation of Lieberman’s ‘phonetic expansion’ hypoth-
esis72, the two are in fact compatible, with size exaggeration
providing a pre-adaptation for the evolution of speech. Once
the larynx was lowered, the increased range of possible for-
mant patterns was co-opted for use in speech. Consistent
with the size exaggeration hypothesis, a second descent of
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the larynx occurs at puberty in humans, but only in males20.
This second descent thus appears to be part of a suite of sex-
ually selected male pubertal changes that enhance apparent
size, including shoulder broadening and facial hair growth.

The size exaggeration hypothesis is general and not spe-
cific to hominids, suggesting that other species might show
vocal tract elongation as well. Comparative data suggest that
other species have discovered a similar trick. Many bird
species exhibit a peculiarity called tracheal elongation, in
which the trachea forms long loops or coils within the body.
Because the bird sound source, called the syrinx, rests at the
base of the trachea, this greatly elongates the bird’s vocal tract,
lowering its formant frequencies. A recent analysis suggests
that this serves to exaggerate the impression of size conveyed
by vocalizations, which might be highly effective in animals
that vocalize at night or from dense foliage73. A mammalian
example of vocal tract elongation is provided by male red and
fallow deer: during roar vocalizations they pull the larynx far
down in the neck, sometimes as far as the thorax. This ma-
neuver lowers the formants, and presumably increases the im-
pressiveness of these roars, which serve to intimidate rivals
and impress females during the mating season. Anatomical
data suggest that descent of the larynx to exaggerate size
might also be present in other mammals, such as lions74,75.

These comparative data suggest that a better under-
standing of animal communication and vocal production
can lead to valuable insights into the evolution of speech.
One important conclusion that follows from the size exag-
geration hypothesis is that laryngeal lowering did not 
necessarily evolve in the context of improved speech pro-
duction. Thus, even if fossil data could unambiguously pin-
point the time at which the larynx descended, the conclu-
sion that this position indicates modern human speech
capabilities would not follow. Further comparative work on
animal vocal production and its communicative signifi-
cance will allow us to test these and other hypotheses about
the origins of the peripheral mechanisms that underlie
speech. Of course, modern speech capabilities also required
neural innovations.

The function or functions of vocal imitation
The ability to listen to the vocal sounds of others and then
imitate them is rare in mammals. However, such vocal
learning is ubiquitous in songbirds, and in mammals it
is found in humans, seals and cetaceans. What function
or functions does vocal learning serve in those species that
possess the ability?

One function of vocal learning in modern spoken lan-
guage is obvious and crucial: to master language we must
memorize a huge number of words that have essentially 
arbitrary sounds. All the disputants in the linguistic 
nature–nurture debate agree on this basic fact: vocal learn-
ing plays a crucial role in creating the extensive vocabulary
upon which all spoken languages depend. However, this
does not necessarily provide an explanation for the original
function of vocal learning in our species, because a large vo-
cabulary is a cultural artifact that probably requires vocal
learning for its creation in the first place. Thus, we might
expect that vocal learning originally proved adaptive in
some other context, and then was co-opted for learning

large vocabularies once spoken language had already
achieved some level of sophistication. For exploring such
potential original functions of vocal mimicry, the compara-
tive data set is very rich, mainly because of work with birds.

In nonhumans, the most obvious function of vocal
learning is to create an elaborate vocal repertoire35. By accu-
mulating and combining different songs (or song fragments)
learned from multiple conspecifics, an individual can
quickly develop a broad set of vocalizations that are within
the species-typical range but also individually distinctive43.
Such an elaborate repertoire could be useful for increasing
attractiveness or territorial effectiveness. Females courted by
a male that can continually produce different songs are less
likely to habituate and move off. Consistent with this hy-
pothesis, females of several passerine species prefer males
with larger repertoires43. Alternatively, males with large
repertoires might be more effective at defending territories
for the same reason, or because continually varied song leads
interlopers to conclude that more than one defender is pres-
ent (the ‘Beau Geste’ hypothesis76). Either or both of these
possibilities could also account for vocal learning in some
whales and seals, in which males produce elaborate ‘songs’
while courting females and defending territories. According
to this hypothesis, vocal learning originated to generate vocal
complexity as an end in itself, rather than being a vehicle for
communicating complex concepts. Such meaningless com-
plexity could have provided a necessary preadaptation for the
vocal communication of complex semantic structures.

A second hypothesis is that elaborate learned vocaliz-
ations function as an indicator of group membership.
Among vocal learners, there are many examples of ‘dialects’
shared by a population, social group or extended family.
One example is the ‘signature whistles’ seen in bottlenosed
dolphins: specific frequency contours that appear to allow
individual recognition by voice alone77. Many males adopt
their mother’s signature whistle before emigrating to distant
waters, which could theoretically allow brothers who have
never met to recognize each other as kin. Similar dialects
that signal group membership or kinship are seen in killer
whales78. These cetaceans, like chimpanzees and contempo-
rary humans, live in social groups characterized by within-
group cooperation and competition between groups. Such
social systems put a premium on reliable indicators of group
membership, vocal or otherwise. They also encourage an
ability in newcomers who have emigrated into a group to
learn the shared vocal indicators or group membership or
‘passwords’, and so could select for vocal learning79. Once
basic learning capabilities have evolved, however, they
would also allow interlopers to master the shibboleth of an
invaded territory quickly. Such code-breaking would in
turn select for increased discrimination on the part of group
members or increasingly complex and hard-to-master ‘pass-
words’ (or both). If the value of being a group member is
high, and vocal indicators of group membership are impor-
tant, the stage would be set for a runaway selection leading
to increased vocal learning and finer perceptual tuning.

This ‘password hypothesis’ for the origin of vocal learn-
ing is compatible with the observation that modern humans
use accent to differentiate readily between individuals raised
in their natal environment and newcomers (whose language
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skills are otherwise adequate for communication). Thus,
both the exquisitely developed imitative capacities of chil-
dren, and the perceptual abilities of adults, go beyond what
would be necessary for a very high level of vocal communi-
cation. The hypothesis makes a number of testable predic-
tions (e.g. individuals should be more likely to aid a stranger
that shares their dialect than other strangers), and is consis-
tent with data from other species such as cetaceans. It pro-
vides a different perspective from which to view neurologi-
cal phenomena like ‘foreign accent syndrome’, where
individuals appear to lose their native accent while retaining
otherwise normal speech80,81. It also suggests that a closer
look at chimps might provide more subtle evidence that 
individuals can learning the ‘passwords’ of a new group, as
recent data on chimp culture and learning suggests82.

An alternative possibility suggested by Donald is that
vocal learning is just one example of a domain-general
mimetic ability of modern humans83. We imitate gestures,
facial expressions, dances, cooking and dressing styles, and
so on, and Donald argues that the resultant homogeneity of
tribal behavior played an important role in group cohesion
in early humans. However, there are reasons to think that
vocal learning might have preceded such generalized mim-
esis in phylogeny. The evolution of vocal imitation in the
auditory domain is much easier than other forms of imi-
tation (e.g. imitating facial gestures), because an individual
can hear its own vocal output, and compare this with its
memory of other individuals’ vocal output. Such an
‘acoustic mirror’ is intrinsic to auditory and vocal commu-
nication but absent in visual displays, and could account for
the widespread occurrence of vocal imitation (and absence
of general mimesis) in other taxa.

The comparative analysis above suggests that data from
other species, even distantly related ones like birds or
cetaceans, might help inform, clarify and test our under-
standing of vocal learning in our own species. However,
comparative studies also highlight our ignorance about
vocal learning in humans. Although major breakthroughs
have been made in understanding the neural circuitry that
underlies vocal learning in songbirds42, the neural mecha-
nisms that underlie human vocal learning abilities remain
largely unexplored, perhaps because it is not widely recog-
nized that these abilities are unusual84,85. Are specific brain
regions or connections dedicated to vocal mimicry in our
species? Are there consistent individual differences in such
abilities, and if so what is their neural basis? To what extent
are vocal learning abilities dissociable from other skills 
necessary to master language? All of these questions can and
should be addressed empirically using the existing tools 
and techniques of neuroscience and psychology.

Conclusions
The evolution of speech is widely viewed as a prerequisite
to rapid, flexible linguistic communication, and to the con-
comitant development of social living and culture that
played such a crucial role in the recent evolutionary success
of our species. Despite a long history of attempts to use 
fossils to deduce the timing of key events in the evolution 
of speech, the current fossil data are ambiguous and incon-
clusive. However, a recent surge of interest in animal vocal

production and its role in the evolution of communi-
cation9,86 has provided rich new empirical data to be 
incorporated into our thinking on the evolution of speech.
This comparative approach is extremely promising, and 
has already provided important insights into the role of 
formants in nonhuman vocalizations. Finally, a crucial
neural ability that has received too little attention is our 
unusual ability to vocally imitate sounds. Humans are clear
outliers from other primates in this respect, though 
we share the ability with more distantly related vertebrates.
The neural basis and adaptive significance of human 
vocal imitation should provide fertile ground for future 
investigations.
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Consider the predicament of Barbara Ehrenreich, who is
considering a vacation out West1:

It would be nice to go on a vacation where I didn’t
have to worry about being ripped limb from limb
by some big ursine slob…All right, I know the
ecologically correct line: ‘They won’t bother you 
if you don’t bother them.’ But who knows what
bothers a bear?…So instead of communing with
the majestic peaks and flower-studded meadows, I
spend my hikes going over all the helpful tips for

surviving an Encounter. Look them in the eye?
No, that was mountain lions. Bears just hate it
when you stare at them, so keep your gaze fixed
dreamily on the scenery. Play dead? Let’s see, that
works for grizzlies but not for black bears. So do
you take off the backpack, get out the wildlife
guidebook, do a quick taxonomic determination
and then play dead?

If it is difficult to infer the intentions of other humans from
their facial gestures and body language, it is even harder,

Social perception from
visual cues: role of 
the STS region

Truett Allison, Aina Puce and Gregory McCarthy

Social perception refers to initial stages in the processing of information that

culminates in the accurate analysis of the dispositions and intentions of other

individuals. Single-cell recordings in monkeys, and neurophysiological and

neuroimaging studies in humans, reveal that cerebral cortex in and near the superior

temporal sulcus (STS) region is an important component of this perceptual system. In

monkeys and humans, the STS region is activated by movements of the eyes, mouth,

hands and body, suggesting that it is involved in analysis of biological motion.

However, it is also activated by static images of the face and body, suggesting that it is

sensitive to implied motion and more generally to stimuli that signal the actions of

another individual. Subsequent analysis of socially relevant stimuli is carried out in the

amygdala and orbitofrontal cortex, which supports a three-structure model proposed

by Brothers. The homology of human and monkey areas involved in social perception,

and the functional interrelationships between the STS region and the ventral face area,

are unresolved issues.
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